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It was a small house, really, 

But for the family who lived there 

And the friends who stayed there 

For sixty years 

It made a whole world.  

 

And then, sometime last Wednesday, 

The great wave passed over it, 

And it is gone.  

Completely, utterly gone.  

 

Not a trace remains 

Of the little beach house 

That sheltered my husband’s family  

Through three generations and into a fourth, 

Until they sold it just a few years ago. 

The storm surge from Hurricane Ian 

Carried it off, 

Along with hundreds of other homes 

On that little barrier island.  

 

The little house 

And the great wave.  

 

Great and small. 

Tiny and huge.  

Throughout this week, 

Even before the little house 

Disappeared under the great wave, 

There have been many invitations – 

Invitations to ponder great and small.  

 

Some invitations came by email.  

One among you 

Sent me a reflection  

On the Little Way, 

The spiritual pathway  

Of the little flower, 
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St. Thérèse of Lisieux.  

 

Another one among you 

Sent me a reflection  

On the approaching loss of a dog, 

And the countless little ways 

That our companion animals  

Grace our lives.  

 

The little house, 

The little flower and the little way, 

The little dog.  

 

All of them growing within us 

Like a seed 

To the size of a great tree. 

 

We think the difference between little and great is important; 

We arrange the values of the world 

To favor great over small. 

 

Jesus tells us, 

Over and over,  

That this is not so.  

 

We imagine, 

Because we cannot really, always, 

Let go of thinking bigger is better, 

We imagine 

That grand heroics 

Are the only or the best way 

To live through these times.  

 

Grand heroics, 

And what used to be called a “muscular faith.” 

As if bigger were better.  

Jesus tells us it is not so.  

 

The disciples see that the way Jesus offers is difficult, 

And they ask for more faith, 

Thinking more will be better,  

And more will make the difference.  

 

But faith does not have a size.  

There are no sizes in the economy 

And household of God.  
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Faith the size of a seed 

Can accomplish what seems impossible.  

 

Good news for now, 

We might think, 

When, much of the time, 

Almost everything seems impossible.  

 

Housing is unattainable. 

Democracy is in peril. 

The nuclear threat we remember from decades ago 

Is looming over our shoulders. 

We could make a long list 

Without even trying, 

Of things that seem impossible.  

 

So many tasks seem impossible.  

Looking at photos this week of the hurricane damage, 

Trying to find any sign of the little house we loved, 

I wondered over and over, 

How will anyone ever begin to clean this up 

And start anew? 

 

But I wonder – 

Is it heroics that are required, 

Or the little ordinary unrewarded acts 

That earn no praise? 

 

I think, right now 

As I am pondering small acts 

In the midst of great losses, 

About the slaves in today’s gospel.  

The uncomfortable, 

Glossed over, 

So often unexamined part of the gospel.  

 

Even the word slave 

Is hard for us now. 

We could talk about slavery in the Bible 

At some length – 

But it would be a digression.  

Let’s just touch on this – 

Slavery is always, and everywhere, 

Unacceptable and cruel oppression.  

It has no place in the human condition. 
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And – the slavery of ancient times 

Was in many ways dissimilar to the chattel servitude  

Of stolen and enslaved Africans 

That is the soul crushing, unabsolved sin of this country. 

 

So let’s let this gospel story trouble us, 

but for particular, not general reasons. 

Let’s talk about slavery another time, 

And let these people,  

Identified as slaves, 

Stand in for all of us.   

 

What about those slaves, 

Who do not expect or demand 

A participation trophy  

For only doing what they are asked? 

They call themselves worthless, 

And that probably seems uncongenial 

To those of us 

Who value affirmation, and praise, 

And appreciation.  

 

But if we can set aside the uncomfortable word worthless, 

Along with the unacceptable word slave,  

Then perhaps these people who only do what is expected, 

Offer us a way through these times 

That seems small but makes all the difference.  

 

The world works, at least in part, 

Because at least some of the time, 

At least some of us do what is expected.  

Much of it is unglamorous.  

Much of it is unnoticed. 

 

It is a little way, 

But it points to a larger way. 

 

The little way 

Is like a seed. 

It looks insignificant, 

But it carries within it something much larger, 

And radically different.  

 

It was a little person who brought this secret to the world.  

 

Thérèse of Lisieux was a Carmelite nun, 
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Young, painfully shy, 

Not robust or brilliant.  

But all her life she wanted to be a saint.  

 

And she discerned that God  

Would make a way for her to win her desire 

Through her littleness. 

 

She set about practicing the tiniest of virtues, 

Understanding that God would grant 

What she called “the courage of self-conquest.” 

 

She opened herself up, 

In the smallest of situations – 

Like the extreme annoyance of a fellow nun  

clicking her rosary against her teeth – 

To let God overcome irritation with compassion.  

 

Only doing what we ought to do 

May seem small.  

But as Thérèse discovered, 

As our dogs know, 

It sometimes takes everything we have  

To do what we ought to do.  

 

Thérèse has often been discounted and dismissed 

By those who seek grand gestures 

And dramatic action.  

 

But focusing on the little acts 

Has one dramatic virtue. 

It acknowledges, in humility, 

That when the vision comes, 

God’s vision of a world renewed and whole, 

It is God who has brought it into our midst. 

The power and grace of God, not our efforts.  

 

When the vision of a new world comes among us – 

Which is, manifestly, not yet – 

It will come through an act of God, 

Whether our acts be great or small.  

 

The prophet Habakkuk lived in a terrible time; 

Almost certainly he lived through the siege of Jerusalem, 

And the surrender of the city 

After suffering and starvation.  
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He railed against God, 

And then announced the message he heard from God: 

If the time of vindication tarries, if it seems slow to come, 

Wait for it.  

It will surely come.  

 

Waiting is another small thing 

That seems passive, 

But requires all our strength.  

Waiting is an active stance.  

 

It requires faith the size of a seed, 

That holds within it  

All the promise of a grander life to come.  

 

But it takes time.  

 

And in the meanwhile, 

Unless we hear, a few of us, 

Once in a while, 

Some higher, grander call, 

We do the little things 

That are only what we ought to do.  

 

Little things like loving God with all our hearts. 

And our neighbors as ourselves.  

Doing these simple, seemingly impossible things 

In the way that is offered to us, 

Moment by moment.  

Only what we ought to have done, 

If only we could.  

 

If the virtue of small things seems slow,  

Slow to grow within us, 

Like faith the size of a mustard seed, 

If it seem slow, 

Wait for it.  

 

If the promised vision  

Flowing forth from small things seems slow, 

Wait for it.  

 

It will surely come.  

 


